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Abstract 
We prove the conjecture of Abbott and Katchalski that for every m ~> 2 there is a positive 
constant 2,. such that S(K~n ) >~ 2mnd-lS(Ka~ -1) where S(Ka~) is the length of the longest snake 
(cycle without chords) in the cartesian product K~ of d copies of the complete graph Kin. As a 
corollary, we conclude that for any finite set P of primes there is a constant c = c(P) > 0 such 
that S(Ka,)>~cn d-l for any n divisible by an element of P and any d~> 1. 
1. Introduct ion 
Let G be a graph. By a path in G we mean a sequence of distinct vertices of G 
with every pair of  consecutive vertices being adjacent. A path will be called closed i f  
its first vertex is adjacent o the last one. 
Let P be a path in the graph G. By a chord of P we mean an edge of G joining 
two nonconsecutive vertices of P. I f  P is closed and e is a chord of  P, then we say 
that e is a proper chord i f  it is not the edge joining the first vertex of  P to its last 
vertex. Note that a proper chord of  a closed path corresponds to the standard notion 
of a chord in a cycle. By a snake we mean a closed path without proper chords, and 
an open snake is a path without chords. 
Let G and H be graphs. The product GxH of G and H is the graph with 
V(G) × V(H) as the vertex set and (gl, h 1 ) adjacent o (g2, h2) if either g i g2 E E (G)  
and hi =h2,  or else i f  gl =g2 and hlh2CE(H). 
Let K d be the product of  d copies of the complete graph Kn, n>~2, d>~l. It will 
be convenient to think of  the vertices of K a to be the d-tuples of  n-ary digits, i.e. the 
elements of the set {0, 1 , . . . ,n  - 1}, with edges between any two d-tuples differing at 
exactly one coordinate. 
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Let S(K d) be the length of the longest snake in K d. The problem of estimating the 
value of S(K d) has a long history. It was first met by Kautz [9] in the case of n = 2 
(known in the literature as the snake-in-the-box problem) in constructing a type of 
error-checking code for a certain analog-to-digital conversion systems. The evaluation 
of S(K d) has proven to be a notoriously difficult problem and, on the other hand, it has 
been demonstrated to be of importance in connection with several applied problems 
(see for example [10, 11]). As a consequence several authors became interested in 
estimating the value of S(Kd2) and a large literature has evolved (see [5] for a list of 
references). Subsequently, the general case of the problem with an arbitrary value of n 
has been introduced by Abbott and Dierker [2] and developed further by Abbott and 
Katchalski [4, 6], and Wojciechowski [15]. The following theorem is a result of these 
investigations. 
Theorem 1.1. For any integer n~>2, there is a constant c n > 0 such that 
S(Kdn)>.cnn d 
for any d >~ 1. 
(1.1) 
In the case when n = 2, Theorem 1.1 was first proved by Evdokimov [8]. Other 
shorter proofs, in that case, were given by Abbott and Katchalski [3] and Wojciechowski 
[13]. The largest value of the constant c2 = 2~6--0.300781... was obtained by Abbott 
and Katchalski [5]. 
In the case when n=0mod4,  Theorem 1.1 has been proved by Abbott and 
Katchalski [6]. Actually, they proved the following theorem that allows for this case of 
Theorem 1.1 to be deduced from the case when n = 2. 
Theorem 1.2. I f  n - 0 mod 4, then 
d >~ 
for every d >>. 3. 
As remarked by Abbott and Katchalski [6], a modification of their technique can be 
used to prove that the following more general theorem holds. 
Theorem 1.3. There is a constant ;t > 0 such that if  n>>.2 is an even integer, then 
d >~ 
for any d >~ 2. 
Theorem 1.3 implies that Theorem 1.1 holds for every even integer n i>2. In the 
case of n being odd, Theorem 1.1 was proved by Wojciechowski [15]. He proved the 
following result which implies the corresponding case of Theorem 1.1. 
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Theorem 1.4. I f  n >~ 3 is an odd integer, then 
S(Kan ) >12(n - 1 )n  d -4  
for  any d >~ 5. 
The constant c. in Theorem 1.1 cannot be made independent of n since Abbott and 
Katchalski [4] proved that 
However the following conjecture seems plausible. 
Conjecture 1.5. There is a constant c > 0 such that 
S(Kan)>~cn a-I (1.2) 
for any n>~2, d~>l. 
It follows from Theorems 1.1 and 1.3 that if we restrict he range of values of n to 
even integers, then Conjecture 1.5 holds, i.e., the following theorem is true. 
Theorem 1.6. There is a constant c > 0 such that i f  n >2 is an even integer, then 
S(Ka ) >1 en a- 1 
for  any d>~l. 
In the general case, however, Conjecture 1.5 remains still open since in the case of 
n being odd, the value of c in (1.2) given by Theorem 1.4 (c=2(n- l ) /n  3) depends 
on n and approaches 0 when n tends to infinity. 
The main result of this paper is the following generalization of Theorem 1.3 con- 
jectured by Abbott and Katchalski [1]. 
Theorem 1.7. For any integer m >~ 2, there is a constant ),m > 0 such that 
d ~ ^ d--1 d - I  S(Kmn)>'Zmn S(Km ) 
for  any n>~l and d>~2. 
As a corollary of Theorem 1.7, we get the following generalization of Theorem 1.6 
which provides further evidence for Conjecture 1.5 to be true. 
Theorem 1.8. Let P be a finite set of  primes. Then there is a constant c=c(P)  > 0 
such that 
S(Kdn ) >~ cnCl- 1 
for any integer n that is divisible by an element of  P and for any d >~ 1. 
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Actually, we prove the following result that implies Theorem 1.7. 
Theorem 1.9. Let m,n>~2 and d>>.4 be integers. Then 
s (gdn)~nd- l ( s (gd- l )  q- 1) 
i f  n is even, and 
S(Kam.)>>.(n - 1)na-2(S(Kdm-I ) + 1) 
i f  n is odd. 
The proof of Theorem 1.9 is given in Section 3. 
2. Basic definitions 
A k-path in a graph is a path consisting of k vertices, i.e., a path of length k -  1. If P 
is a k-path, then we will write k= IPI. A chain cg of paths is a sequence (P1,P2 . . . . .  Pk) 
of paths such that each path of cg has at least two vertices, and the last vertex of P/ 
is equal to the first vertex of Pt+l, i=  1,2 .... , k -  1. A k-chain of paths is a chain 
consisting of k paths. A chain c£----(Pi)/k=l of paths will be called closed if the first 
vertex of P1 is equal to the last vertex of Pk. If cg is a kr-chain of paths, then the 
r-splitting of cg is the sequence (cK~,cg2 .. . . .  %) of k-chains of paths which joined 
together (juxtaposed) give cg. 
Let G and H be graphs. Given a k-chain of paths ~=(P/)/k=l in G with P/= 
(Ul,U2 . . . . .  Uri) and a k-path Q=(vi)k=l in H, let C£®Q be the (~k=l [P/[)-path in 
the graph G×H obtained juxtaposing the paths P(,PJ . . . .  ,P[, where /],1= 
((Ul,Vi),(U2, Vi) . . . . .  (Uri,Vi)), i=  1,2 .. . . .  k. 
Let d, m, n ~> 2 be integers. We assume d, m and n to be fixed throughtout the paper. 
Given an integer p with 1 ~< p ~< d, let Gp be the graph 
Gp =KPmn × Kdm -p. 
In particular Ga=Kdmn. Let p~>l and q~>l be integers with p + q<~d. If 
u=(a l ,a2  . . . . .  ad) is a vertex of the graph Gp (i.e., al,a2 . . . . .  apE{O, 1 . . . . .  mn-  1}, 
ap+l,ap+2 . . . . .  ad E {0, 1 . . . . .  m-  1}) and v=(b l ,b2  .. . .  ,bq) is a vertex of the graph 
K q, then let u [] v be the vertex of Gp+q =KPm+qxK d-p-q  defined by 
u [] v=(a l ,a2  . . . . .  ap, ap+l,ap+ 2 . . . . .  ap+q, ap+q+l,ap+q+2 . . . . .  ad), 
where 
ap+ i = ap+i + mbi 
for i=  1,2 . . . . .  q. If P=(ui)ki=l is a k-path in Gp and v is a vertex in K q, then let 
P [] v=(ul [] v, u2 [] v . . . . .  uk [] v). Clearly P [] v is a k-path in Gp+q. 
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p, k Given a k-chain of paths cg = ( i)i=l in the graph Gp and a k-path Q = (vi)k=l in the 
( k graph K q, let cg []  Q be the ~i=1 ]P/l)-path in the graph Gp+q obtained by juxtaposing 
the paths P{,P~ .... ,P~, where P,' =P~ [] vi, i= 1,2 . . . . .  k. Note that if the chain ~ is 
closed and the path Q is closed, then the path cg []  Q is also closed. 
Given a kr-chain cg of paths in Gp with the r-splitting (cgl, cg2 . . . . .  %)  and an r-chain 
= (P/)r= 1 of k-paths in the graph K q, set 
g [] ~=(g l  [] Pl,g2 ga P2 .. . . .  % V~ er). 
Note that for each i E { 1,2 . . . . .  r -  1 } the last vertex of the path cgi []  P, is equal to 
the first vertex of the path cgi+l []  P/+I, hence the sequence cg []  ~ is an r-chain of 
paths in Gp+q. Note that if the chains cg and ~ are closed, then the chain cg [] ~ is 
also closed. It is straightforward to verify that the following property holds. 
Property 2.1. Let ql, q2 be positive integers with ql + q2 = q. I f  cg is a kr-chain of 
paths in Gp, ~ is an r-chain of k-paths in K q~ and P is an r-path in K q2, then 
(g~ (~®P)  = (~g ~ ~)  IX] P. 
I f  Vl, v2 are vertices of Gp, then we say that Vl and v2 are apart if they differ either 
at one of the first p coordinates or at least at two coordinates. Let P1 and P2 be paths 
in Gp. We say that P1 and P2 are apart if for every pair of vertices Vl, v2 of P1, P2, 
respectively, the vertices vl and v2 are apart. We say that P1 and P2 are almost apart 
if they have one vertex v in common and for every pair of vertices vl, v2 of P1,P2, 
respectively, such that at least one of vl, v2 is different than v, the vertices vl and v2 
are apart. 
When we refer to a pair si,sj of elements of a sequence (Sl,S2 . . . . .  st), we say that 
si and sg are cyclically consecutive if either j = i ± 1 or {i,j} = { 1, t}. 
Let cg = (P/)~=I be a chain of paths in the graph Gp. We say that cg is openly sepa- 
rated if any two consecutive paths of cg are almost apart and any two nonconsecutive 
paths are apart. We say that cg is closely separated if (g is closed, any two cyclically 
consecutive paths of cg are almost apart and any two cyclically nonconsecutive paths 
are apart. The following lemma holds. 
Lemma 2.2. Let cg be a chain of open snakes in the graph Gp and Q be a path 
in K q. 
(i) lfCg is openly separated, then the path cg [] Q is an open snake in the graph Gp+q. 
(ii) I f  °K is closely separated and Q is closed, then the path cg [] Q is a snake in Gp+q. 
Proof. Let cg ___ (p/)/k=l and Q = (vi)/k=l. Then the path R = cg []  Q is obtained by juxta- 
posing the paths P(, P~ . . . . .  P~, where P/' = P, [] vi, i = 1,2 . . . . .  k. Let wt, w2 be vertices 
of R that are adjacent in Gp+q and assume that Wl = ul [] vi, w2 = u2 [] vj where ul is 
a vertex of P, and u2 is a vertex ofP j ,  i , jE{1,2  . . . . .  k}. I f  i= j ,  then the vertices ul, 
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u2 are adjacent in Gp, hence they must be consecutive in Pi since P/ is an open snake. 
Therefore, wl, w2 are consecutive in R and so wlw2 is not a chord of R. 
Assume now that i¢ j .  Since wlw2EE(Gp+q), the vertices wl, w2 differ at 
exactly one coordinate tE{1,2 . . . . .  d}. Hence, ul, u2 must agree at each coordinate 
in {1,2 . . . . .  d}\{t}. Since vi#vj, it follows that tE{p+ 1,p+2 .. . . .  p+q},  so ul, u2 
are not apart. Therefore, the paths P~, Pj are not apart. 
If ~ is openly separated, then any two nonconsecutive paths of cg are apart, hence 
the paths P/, Pj are consecutive in cg (say Pj follows P/) and they are almost apart in 
Gp. Thus, ul = u2 is the last vertex of P~ and the first vertex of Pj, thus w~, w2 are 
consecutive in R. Hence, w~w2 is not a chord of R, and the proof of (i) is complete. 
Similarly, if ~ is closely separated, then the paths P~, Pj are cyclically consecutive 
in c6 (say Pj follows P~) and ul = u2 must be the last vertex of Pi and the first vertex 
of Pj, hence w~, w2 are cyclically consecutive in R. Thus, w~w2 is not a proper cord 
of R and the proof of (ii), hence of the lemma, is complete. [] 
If P is a path, then let -P  be the path obtained from P by reversing the order of 
__  F vertices, and if c~-  (Pi)i= 1 is a chain of paths, then let -cg=(-Pr , -Pr -1  ..... -P1)  
be the chain of paths obtained from c~ by reversing the order of paths and reversing 
every path. The expression ( -1  )iX, where X is a path or a chain of paths, will mean 
X for i even and -X  for i odd. Obviously, the following property holds• 
Property 2.3. I f  cg is an r-chain of paths in the graph Gp and P is an r-path in the 
graph K q, then ¢g [] ( -Q  ) = - (_cg [] Q ). 
Let c~ be a kr-chain of paths, and let 5o=(cgl,cg2 . . . . .  cgr) be the r-splitting of c~. 
By the alternate matrix of the splitting 5O we mean the following (r x k)-matrix d 
of paths: 
d= 
-% 
(-l)r-~% 
z . • •• .  , 
\ 1 r--1 1 )r--1 ( - )  Or ( -1 ) r - lo  2 ... ( -1  Qr k 
where ~.=(Q],Q2 i ..... Qi k) for i odd and cgi=(Qik, Qki-1 ..... Q]) for i even, i=  
1,2 . . . . .  r. The splitting 5 ° will be called openly alternating if for any (C{1,2 . . . . .  k} 
and for any two distinct paths Q/e, Q~ appearing in the Eth column of ~', the paths 
Q/e, Q~ are almost apart when they are consecutive in cg and they are apart otherwise. 
Assume now that the chain cg is closed and r is even• Then, we say that the splitting 
5O is closely alternating if for any YE{1,2 .. . . .  k} and for any two distinct paths Qf, 
QS appearing in the fth column of d ,  the paths Q/e, QS are almost apart when they 
are cyclically consecutive in cK and they are apart otherwise. The following lemma 
holds. 
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Lemma 2.4. Let c~ be a kr-chain of paths in the graph Gp and P be a k-path in K q. 
(i) I f  the r-splitting of cg is openly alternating and ~ is the r-chain (P , -P ,  . . . .  
( -1 )~- lP ) ,  then the r-chain cg[] ~ of paths in the graph Gp+q is openly 
separated. 
(ii) I f  r is even, the r-splitting of C~ is closely alternating and ~ is the closed r-chain 
(P, -P,P, -P  ..... -P), then the closed r-chain cg [] ~ of paths in the graph Gp+q 
is closely separated. 
Proofl Let 5 e = (~1, ~g2 . . . . .  ~r) be the r-splitting of ~ and let 
d= 
-% 
( -1 )  - :% 
o l  
_Q1 -022 
( -1 ) r - lQ~ 
. . .  Q1 
( -1 ) r - lQk , ]  
be the alternate matrix of 5 e. Then we have 
~=c~ [] ~=(~1 [] P,c~2 []  ( -P )  . . . . .  % [] (-1)r-:P)=(R1,R2 ..... Rr). 
Let Ri, Rj be distinct paths of o ~ and let Ug be a vertex of the path R i and u2 be a 
vertex of Rj. Assume that ul, u2 are not apart in Gp+q. To complete the proof of (i), 
we need to show that the paths Ri, Rj are consecutive in ~ and that Ul = u2 is their 
common vertex. 
Assume that P=(v~)~=l.  Then U 1 - -W 1 [ ]  V s where wl is a vertex of the path Q~ 
and u2 = w2 []  vt where w2 is a vertex of Qj, for some s, t E { 1,2 . . . . .  k}. Since urn, u2 
are not apart in Gp+q, they agree at each coordinate 1,2 . . . . .  p + q, hence Vs =vt and 
s = t. Thus the paths QS and Q~ appear in the same column of sJ. Since ua, u2 are 
not apart in Gp+q, it follows that the vertices Wl, w2 are not apart in @ and hence the 
paths QS and Q~ are not apart in Gp. Since ~ is openly alternating, Q7 and Q~ are 
consecutive in ~f and they are almost apart in Gp. It follows that Ri, Rj are consecutive 
in g and that wl = w2. Hence, ul = u2 and the proof of (i) is complete. 
The proof of (ii) is similar. [] 
Let (n)=2Ln/2J ,  i.e. let (n )=n if n is even and (n )=n-  1 if n is odd. Let t~>l 
and c~ be an nt-chain of paths in Gp. We say that ~ is openly well assembled if either 
t = 1 and ~g is an openly separated chain of open snakes, or t/>2, every chain ~ in 
the n-splitting 6P-- -(~1,~2,. . . ,~,)  of ~ is openly well assembled and 6 e is openly 
alternating. 
Let ~ be an (n)nt-chain of paths in Gp. We say that ~ is closely well assembled 
if every chain ~- in the (n)-splitting Se~= (91, ~2 . . . . .  ~(,) ) of ~ is openly well as- 
sembled and 6 e~ is closely alternating. The following property can be proved by a 
straightforward induction with respect o t. 
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Property 2.5. I f  t>l 1, cg is an openly well-assembled nt-chain of paths in the graph 
Gp, then the chain -oK is also openly well-assembled. 
For every t~> 1 we are going now to define the nt-path 7On t in Kn t, and the closed 
(n}nt-l-path 7n t in K~. These paths will be used in the construction of long snakes. Let 
1 be the n-path (0, 1,.. n - 1) and 7~ be the closed (n)-path (0, 1 .. . . .  (n) - 1 ) in K t. 7E n . , 
Assuming that the path rct in K t is defined, let 
~t+l __ t t t t n --(~n,--TZn, TZn,--I~n . . . . .  ( _ l ,n -1 )  7Zn)t,®/~l 
and 
. y+ l  _ t t t t t 1 n - -  (~n'  --7~n, ~n, - -~n . . . .  ' - -~n)  ® 7n" 
The following lemma holds. 
Lemma 2.6. I f  ~ is an openly well-assembled nq-chain of paths in the graph Gp, then 
the path cK [] ~q is an open snake in the graph Gp+q. 
Proofi We are going to use induction with respect o q. For q = 1, the lemma is 
true by Lemma 2.2(i). Assume that p + q + 1 ~<d and cg is an openly assembled 
nq+l-chain of paths in the graph Gp. We have c£ [] '~n-d+l = ¢g [] (9  ® rc~), where 
= (nq, -nq . . . . .  (-1)'-lztnq). By Property 2.1, the path ~ [] nq+l is equal to (c~[] 9 )  
[] 7t~. Let 6 e = (~1, cg2 .. . . .  cg~) be the n-splitting of cg. Then 
(~ [ ]  *~---- (~1 [ ]  7~q, (~2 [ ]  ( - -~q)  . . . . .  C~n [ ]  ( - -1 )n -17tq) .  
By Property 2.3, 
(~[ ]  ~ = ((OO1 [ ]  ~q, - - ( - - (~2 [ ]  f fq)  . . . . .  (--1)n--l((--])n--lf~n [] ~q)). 
Since the chain (d is openly well assembled, the chains Call, cd2 .. . . .  c~, are also openly 
well assembled. By Property 2.5, the chains call, -~2 .... ,(-1)n-lCgn are openly well 
assembled, so by the inductive hypothesis, the paths Cga [] uq, -(-oK: [] Un q) . . . . .  ( -1 ),-1 
((-1)'-1c~, [] 7t q) are open snakes in Gp+q. The splitting 5 f is openly alternating, so 
by Lemma 2.4(i), the chain cd [] ~ is openly separated. Hence by Lemma 2.2(i), 
1 cd [] uq is an open snake in Gp+q+l, and the proof is complete. [] ( (~[ ]~) [ ]  /'~n = 
The following lemma will be used in the proof of the main result. 
Lemma 2.7. I f  q>~2 and cg is a closely well-assembled (n)nq-l-chain of paths in the 
graph Gp, then the path cg [] 7q is a snake in the graph Gp+q. 
Proof. We have cgt~Tq=cg[~(~ ® 71), where ~ is the {n)-chain q--1 7/7/l , 
__~q--1 q--I 
. . . . .  -~ ,  ). By Property 2.1, the path c~ [] 7q is equal to (c~ [] 9 )  [] 71. Let 
50 -- (~l, c~2 .. . . .  C~(n) ) be the (n)-splitting of c~. Then 
q--l q--l ~[]~=(~l [ ]z ,  ,%t~(--Zn ) . . . . .  ~<")t~(--zq-1))" 
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By Property 2.3, 
(f~[~ ~ = ((~1 [] gnq--l,--(--(~2 [] ~q--1),'",--(--(bg(n) [] gq--1)). 
By Property 2.5 and Lemma 2.6, arguing as in the proof of Lemma 2.6, we conclude 
that cg [] ~ is a chain of open snakes in Gp+q-l. The splitting 5 e is closely alternating 
so by Lemma 2.4(ii), the chain (g [] ~ is closely separated. Hence, by Lemma 2.2(ii), 
(rg [] 9 )  [] 7n = cg [] 7n q is a snake in Gp+q, and the proof is complete. [] 
3. Construction of long snakes 
Assume that d >~4. Let C be a snake of length S(Kdm -1 ) in K d-1 and let C' be 
the open snake obtained from C by deleting the last vertex. Given any pair ul, u2 of 
vertices of K d-1 that differ at exactly two coordinates, we can get an open snake in 
Kdm -I with endpoints Ul, u2 by permuting the coordinates and permuting the entries 
at some coordinates of the open snake C.  Let al, a2, a3 and a4 be four vertices in 
Km d-I such that any two of them differ at exactly two coordinates. For example, let 
al =(10000.. .0),  a2=(01000.. .0),  a3 =(00100.. .0)  and a4-- ( l l100. . .0) .  Let Cij 
be an open snake in Km d-1 with S(K d-1 ) - 1 vertices uch that ai is the first and aj is 
the last vertex of Cij , i, jE{1,2,3,4}, iCj. 
For each i E {1,2,3,4} and k E {0, 1 . . . . .  n -  1}, let a/k be the vertex of the graph 
G1 =Kmn × K d-1 obtained from a i by adjoining the digit k as the first coordinate, 
i.e., let 
af= 
a2k= 
a3~= 
a4k= 
(k 10000. . .0 ) ,  
(k01000...0), 
(k00100...0), 
(k 11100. . .0 ) ,  
and let A ={a~: iE{1,2,3,4}, kE{0,1 . . . . .  n -  1}}. 
For each i, jE{1,2,3,4} with iC j  and each rE{0,1 . . . . .  n -  1}, let C~ be the open 
snake in G1 obtained from the open snake Cij in K a-1 by adjoining the digit r + n 
to every vertex of Cij as the first coordinate. For example, C°2 = ((n 10000. . .  0) .... , 
(n01000. . .0 ) ) .  
For each k t k a~,agEA with iC j  and each rE{0,1 . . . . .  n -  1}, let C(a~,r, aj) be the 
open snake in G1 with S(K a-I ) + 1 vertices obtained from C~. by adjoining the vertex 
a~ in front and the vertex a~. at the end. For example, if n/> 5, then 
C(a~,O,a~) 
= ((3 1 0000. . .0 ) , (n  10000. . .0 )  . . . . .  (nO 1000. . .0 ) , (40  1000. . .0) ) .  
LetJh/={C(aki,r,a~): ai,ajEA,k ¢ i7~j ' rG {0, 1,.. . ,n -  1}} andlet~[t={C(aki,r,a()Ej 
J¢[: tE{i, j}}, for any tE{1,2,3,4}. 
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I f  cg is a chain of paths in a graph H and Ul, u 2 are vertices of  H, then we say 
that cg joins ul to u2 if Ul is the first vertex of  the first path of  c~ and u2 is the last 
vertex of the last path of ~. Given sg '  C_ jg,  we say that a chain cg of paths in GI is 
Jg'-built if every path of cg belongs to ~" .  
Let ~ and cg, be Jg-built nq-chains of  paths with 
and 
(~ = ( C(uo, r0, Ul ), C(Ul ,  rl, U2) . . . . .  C(Unq--],  l~n q -  1, Unq )) 
(~; I  I I I I I I I I I 
= (C(u o, r o, u I ), C(u 1 , r 1 ,u 2 ) . . . . .  C(u,q_ 1' rnq- 1, Unq ) ), 
where ui, u~EA and ~).,§(E {0, l . . . . .  n - 1}, i=0 ,  1,... ,nq, j=0 ,  1 . . . . .  nq - 1. Then we 
say that cg, cg/ are internally compatible if ri =ri '  for every i = 0, 1 . . . . .  n q - 1 and 
ui = u~ for every i = 1,2 . . . . .  n q - 1. 
For any tE {0, 1 . . . . .  n -  1} and for any permutation zES4, let a t : ~ '~ J/g be defined 
by 
t k { k~t t a te t  a~(C(a i ,r, a j ) )=  C(a~(i),r ¢ , ~(j)j, 
where ® denotes addition modn. I f  cg is an ~g-built chain, then let a~t(cg) be ob- 
tained by applying a~ t to each path of c£. The following property can be proved by a 
straightforward induction on s. 
Property 3.1. I f  ~ is an ~l-built openly well-assembled nS-cha&, zES4 and tE 
{0, 1 . . . . .  n - 1}, then the chains -4-trt(cg) are also openly well assembled 
Let s/g' : Jg l  i fn  is odd and ~P =d¢'3 i fn is even. I f  1 <~q<~d-2, then a q-network 
in G1 is a family ~qq of ~"-bui lt  openly well assembled nq-chains Cgqk¢ such that Cgq~t 
joins a~ to a2 l, kE{0, 1}, ~E{0, l . . . . .  n - 1}, and any two chains in ~qq are intemally 
compatible. 
For each q, 1 <~q<~d-2, we shall construct now a q-network ~q in G1. Let ~11 = 
{cg~t: kE{0,1},  {E{0,1 . . . . .  n - -  1}} with 
~t z -- ( C(a~, O,a), ), C(a],, 1,a~ ), C(a~,Z,a 3), 
C(a~.7~,n - 2,an-'/ Ctan- '  1.a2t)), 
• ' ' ,  ln_ l  / ,  ~, in_ l  ~n-  
where is = 1 for s even and is = 3 for s odd, s -- 1,2 . . . . .  n - 1. 
Lemma 3.2. The set ~ is a 1-network in G1. 
Proof. It is clear that ~ is a family of Jg'-built n-chains such that ~gl kt joins a~ to 
a2 ~, k E {0, 1 }, { E {0, 1 . . . . .  n -- 1 }, and any two chains in ~ are internally compatible. 
It remains to show that the chains in ~aa are openly well assembled, and since the 
paths in Jg  are open snakes, it suffices to show that every chain in ~11 is openly 
separated. 
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Let kE{0,  1}, dE{0, 1 . . . . .  n - 1}, let P, P '  be distinct paths of the chain ¢g~l and 
let u, u' be vertices of P, P '  respectively. Assume that u, u' are not apart. To complete 
the proof we need to show that P, P '  are consecutive in cgkf and that u = u' is their 
common vertex. 
Since u, u ~ are not apart in G1 the first coordinates of u and u ~ are the same. Since 
P-¢ U ,  it follows immediately from the definition of ~ that 
t k 1 2 n--I 
u,u E{al,ai,,ai~ . . . . .  ai,,_ ' ,a2}. 
Since fi,i2 . . . .  , i , -1E{1,3},  kE{0,  1} and il =3 ,  it follows that all the vertices in the 
sequence" k a ~ a 2 . an-~ a ?) tal ,  i,, ~,.. , ,,_,, 2 are distinct. Since, clearly, any two distinct vertices 
of A are apart in G1, it follows that u = u ~ and that the paths P, P '  are consecutive in 
C~lke completing the proof. [] 
Assume now that q > 1 and that ~Vq_l is a (q -  1)-network in G1. Given k E {0, 1} 
and dE{0,1 . . . . .  n -  1}, let ~qkE be the nq-chain with the n-splitting 5P defined as 
follows. I f  n is odd, then let 
n--2.(~l 0 _n--ltcz~Of@ 1
--O';o_2 t q-- l) '  )) '  %,_t t~q-1 
where zi is the transposition (2 3) for i=0 ,  1 . . . . .  n -  2 and z,-1 is the identity per- 
mutation. I f  n is even, then let 
= ), ¢ ,  ), ), ) . . . . .  
~n-2td~10 ~ f fn - l /~0(®l  
-- z._z t. q - - l l '  %_1~ q--I )) '  
where zi is the 3-cycle (2 1 4) for i=0 ,  1 . . . . .  n -  2, and Zn-1 is the transposition 
(1 4). Let A/q = {CKqk~: kE{0,1},dE{0,1  . . . . .  n -  1}}. 
The following lemma holds. 
Lemma 3.3. For every qE{1,2 . . . . .  d -2}  the set ~q is a q-network in GI. 
Proof. I f  q = 1, then ~ is a 1-network in G1 by Lemma 3.2. Assume now that q > 1 
and that JVq-1 is an (q - 1)-network in GI. It is clear that JVq is a family of J//-built 
nq-chains such that Cgqk¢ joins a~ to a~, kE {0, 1}, EE {0, 1 . . . . .  n -  1}. Since the chains 
in ./Vq_l are internally compatible, it immediately follows from the definition of ~Uq 
that any two chains in JVq are internally compatible. Since, in the case of n being odd, 
the chains in JVq_l are ~/1-built and since 1 is a fixed point of the permutation zi for 
each i = 0, 1 . . . . .  n -  1, it follows that the chains in JVq are J/gl-built. Similarly, in the 
case of n being even, the chains in ~q- i  are ~'3-built and 3 is a fixed point of zi, 
i = 0, 1 . . . . .  n -  1, implying that the chains in JVq are ~'3-built. Thus, in general, the 
chains in JVq are J/gt-built. It remains to show that the chains in JVq are openly well- 
assembled. 
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Let Cgqk~ be a chain in Jffq. Since each chain in J~q--1 is openly well assembled 
and since Property 3.1 holds, it suffices to show that the n-splitting of C.gqkt is openly 
alternating. Assume that n is odd. Let 
0 kl 
2 O1 
~n--2gCW1 0 
z,_2 ~, ~q--I ) 
o-zn-- 1/c~0 #@ 1 
,-I~-Oq-1 )2 
~°(C(a~ . . . .  )) "" . . . .  a°(C(  • a12)) 
¢r~I~ (C(a I . . . .  )) ... tr~l~ (C( . . . .  a°))  
¢r~(C(a °. . . .  )) ... ~2(C( . . . .  a l ) )  
~n-2fCfa l  n--2 
zn_2 ~ i 1'" ")) " ' '  . . . .  ( c ( .  a° ) )  
~n- l f  CgaO n-1  aE~ 1 , , . . .  %_ ,  ( c (  . . . .  2 )) 
be the altemate matrix of the n-splitting of Wq kt. Then 
~= 
C(a~ . . . .  ) ... C( . . . .  a~) 
C(a~ . . . .  ) ... C( . . . .  a~) 
C(a~ . . . .  ) ... C( . . . .  a~) 
C(a~ -1 . . . .  ) ... C( . . . .  a~ -2)  
C(a~ -1 . . . .  ) ... C( . . . .  a~) 
Let jE  {1,2 . . . . .  n q-1 } and let P, P '  be distinct paths in the j th column of the matrix d .  
We need to show that the paths P, P '  are almost apart in G1 if they are consecutive 
in Cgq~t and that they are apart otherwise. Assume first that 2<~j<~n q-I - 1. Since the 
U' chains in Jffq-1 are internally compatible, there is Q=C(aU,  r, ai , )E J / / such  that 
P = o-¢~(Q) - c,t_ues u 'e~ - ,~u~,(i), r ® s, azs(i, ) j, 
! t u~)t r t _u'@tx P = tr~,(Q)=C(a~,(O, @.,u~,(i, )1 
for some s, tE{0,1 . . . . .  n -  1}, s#t .  Let w, w' be vertices of P, P ' ,  respectively• 
We will show that w and w t are apart. Consider the following three cases: 
_ -uOs  W t_  u '~t  (i) w-%~( i  ) and - -a~,( i , ) ,  
__ u '~s  W t_  ~u@t ( i i )  w-azA i ,  ) and -~, ( i ) ,  
(iii) neither (i) nor (ii) holds. 
I f  (iii) holds, then the first coordinates of w and w' are different, hence w, w ~ are apart 
in G1. I f  (i) holds, then since the chains in ~q-1 are J/l-built, it follows that exactly 
one of i, i t is equal to 1. Since 1 is a fixed point of both % and zt, it follows that 
exactly one of zs(i), zt(i ') is equal to 1. Hence, w, w ~ differ at least at two coordinates, 
and so they are apart. Similarly, w, w ' are apart if (ii) holds. 
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Assume now that j = 1. Since the chains in Jffq_ i are internally compatible, we have 
~v~sx 
' ' t _votx P' = a;',(C(a~ , r ,a ; ) )  = C(a~ e ' , r  ® ,%,(i) ) 
for some iE{2,3,4},  u ,u 'E{0,1} and r,s,t, vE{O, 1 . . . . .  n -  1} with s#t .  We can 
assume that s < t. Let w, w' be vertices of P, P ' ,  respectively, and assume that w, w' 
are not apart in G1. We will show that P, P '  are onsecutive in Cgq~e and that w=w'  is 
their common vertex. Since the vertices w, w' are not apart in G~, the first coordinates 
of  w and wt must be equal and hence one of the following cases holds: 
_ .¢s and wl - -a  v®t ( i )  w - a  I - -  ~,(i), 
(ii) _ ~¢~ , u'¢t w - a~s(O and w = a~ , 
ues and w' -  utet (ii i) w = a 1 - a 1 
Since %(0 # 1 and zt(i ) ~ 1, we conclude that if (i) or (ii) holds, then w, w' differ at 
least at two coordinates o they are apart. Thus (iii) holds. Since w, w' are not apart, 
we have u ® s = u '® t, and so w = w'. Since u,u 'E  {0, 1}, it follows that t =s  + 1 
implying that u = 1 and u' =0.  Therefore s is odd, and so P, P '  are consecutive 
in ~qke. 
To complete the proof in the case of n being odd, it remains to consider the case 
when j = n q. Then 
vGs~ P = a~(C(a~,r ,a~))= C(a~e~,r  ® s,a~d2) ,,
t t t ~vtOt~ P = cr~(C(a~,r,a~ ) )= C(a~*t , r  • ",%,(2) ) 
for some r ,s , t ,u ,v ,v 'E{O,  1. . . . .  n -  1}, s#t .  We can assume that s < t. Let w, wt 
be vertices of P, P ' ,  respectively, and assume that w, wt are not apart. Arguing as in 
t t . t ~v® W t the case when j=  1, we conclude that w=a[~2 ~ and w -%(2)"  Since w, are not 
apart and since any two distinct elements of A are apart, it follows that w = w'. Hence, 
v ® s = v' ® t and Zs(2) = zt(2), implying that t # n - 1. Therefore v, v' E {0, 1 } and so 
t = s + 1. Thus, v = 1, v' = 0 implying that s is even. Hence, P, P '  are consecutive in 
Cgqke completing the proof in the case of n being odd. 
If n is even and a¢ is the alternate matrix of  the n-splitting of Cgqk~, then 
d= 
0 lk 
--O',ro ((~q--1 ) "~ 
1 01 [ 
_2z(~l 0 x / 
--°~2~. q - l )  [ 
_~n--2[~l 0 "~ l 
Zn--2 K q--l •' I 
~n--lt(£Od~ 1 x ] 
--%~_t t~q-1 ) /  
/ o k • " I ) )  %(C(a2  . . . .  )) . . . . . .  
. . . .  ) )  . . .  . . . .  
~(C(a  ° . . . .  )) ... ~(c (  . . . .  a l ) )  
o-n_--2 (C(a2 ° . . . .  )) o~-2tCt  a I "l~ 
' ' '  Zn_2 \ k ' " ,  l J ]  
~n- l ( f ta{® 1\ ~°-,, , 2 . . . .  )) "'" GnT~(C( . . . .  a° ) ) /  
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Hence, 
~¢= 
C(a~ . . . .  ) ••• C( . . . .  a14) \ 
C(a21 . . . .  ) ••• C( . . . .  a14) ] C(a 2 . . . .  ) ... C( . . . .  a34) • , , .  " 
C(a~ -2 . . . .  ) . . .  C( . . . .  a~ -1)  
C(a~2 . . . .  ) . . .  C( . . . .  a~ -1) 
Similarly as in the proof in the case of n being odd, we show that i f j  C { 1,2 .... , n q-1 } 
and P, P '  are distinct paths in the jth column of the matrix d ,  then P, P' are almost 
apart in G1 if they are consecutive in C~qkt and they are apart otherwise. Therefore, the 
n-splitting of C~qkt is openly alternating and the proof is complete• [] 
Assume that q=d-  2• By Lemma 3.3, the set JVq is a q-network in G1. Define 
to be the ~'-built (n)nq-chain with the (n)-splitting 
(_ o.O((~ql 0), o.l((~t I ) , -  O.2((~ql O) ..... _ O. <n>--2(d~ql 0), f f<n>- - l (d~tn- -<n>+l ) )  ' 
where a i = a i with z being the identity permutation, i = 0, 1,..., (n> - 1• The following 
lemma together with Lemma 2.7 will allow us to construct long snakes in K d mn" 
Lemma 3.4. ~ is a closely wel l -assembled (n)nd-2-chain o f  paths in GI. 
Proof. Since each chain in JVq is openly well-assembled and since Property 3• 1 holds, 
it suffices to show that the (n)-splitting of ~ is closely alternating. Let 
i _,,o(~eJO) _,,,(%o,) 
-,,~( ~e~ °) 
_~<~>-~(%, o) 
_~<n>-I(%0.-<.>+I) 
i ,,o(c(,o .... )) •.. ~o(c(•.•,,l)) ,~ al(C(a I .... )) .•. al(C( .... a°)) 
~2(C(a° . . . .  ) )  . . •  ~2(c (  . . . .  a~)) 
• •••  • 
a(n) -2(C(a° . . . .  )) . . •  o" (n ) -2 (C(  . . . .  a l ) )  
a<n>-'(C(a~-<">+',•••))  ••• a<n>-1(C( . . . .  a° ) )  ) 
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be the altemate matrix of the (n)-splitting of 9 .  Then 
d= 
( C( a° .... ) 
C(a~ .... ) 
C(a~ .... ) 
C(a~ n)-2 . . . .  ) 
C(a 0 .... ) 
. . .  c (  . . . .  
.. C( .... all) 
• . C( .... a~) 
.. C (  . . . .  a (  n ) - I  ) 
... C( . . . .  a(n) - l )  / 
Similarly, as in the proof of Lemma 3.3, we show that i f jE{1 ,2  . . . . .  n q} and P, P' 
are distinct paths in the jth column of the matrix d ,  then P, U are almost apart in 
G1 if they are cyclically consecutive in c~ and they are apart otherwise. Therefore, the 
(n)-splitting of ~ is closely alternating and the proof is complete• [] 
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 1.9. 
~.d-I is a Proof of Theorem 1.9. It follows from Lemmas 2.7 and 3.4 that C = ~ [] y~ 
snake in Gd-- d K~.  It is clear that the length of C is equal to (n)nd-2(S(Kam-I) + 1) 
SO the proof is complete. [] 
4. Concluding remarks 
The assumption that d >~4 in Theorem 1.9 can be slighty relaxed• If we assume ither 
that m >~ 3 and n is odd, or that m t> 4, then it suffices to require that d ~> 3. Indeed, if 
rn ~>4, then we can use the vertices al = (0000... 0), a2 = (1100... 0), a3 = (2200•.. 0), 
a4 = (3300...0) in our construction. If n is odd, then the vertex a4 is not needed so 
the construction works for m >~ 3. 
Although Theorem 1.8 is a significant strengthening of Theorem 1.6, Conjecture 
1.5 remains still open. We would like to formulate some more conjectures that are 
generalizations of the result of Wojciechowski [14] saying that for any d>~2, the 
hypercube K2 a can be vertex-covered by at most 16 vertex-disjoint snakes• 
Conjecture 4.1. For any integer n ~>2 there is an integer n such that the graph Kff can 
be vertex-covered by at most rn vertex-disjoint snakes for any d~>2. 
In the case of n being odd, a weaker version of Conjecture 4.1 (without requiring 
that the snakes are vertex-disjoint) has been recently proved by Alsardary [7]. The 
following conjecture implies both Conjectures 4.1 and 1.5. 
Conjecture 4.2. There is a constant c such that for any n>~2 and any d~> 1, the graph 
K d can be vertex-covered by at most cn vertex-disjoint snakes. 
The best upper bound on S(Ka2) has been given by Snevily [12]. 
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